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Preliminary 
Matters 
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The Need for 
Understanding

Craig L Blomberg
Evangelical

Stephen E. Robinson
(1947-2018)

Latter Day Saint
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Judging Heresies 
not Hearts 

 Matthew 7:1 
"Judge not, that you 

be not judged."

 1 Cor. 14:29 
"Let two or three prophets speak, 

and let the others judge."
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Cult vs. 
New Religious 

Movement

The Term 'Cult'
Theological vs. Sociological
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Theological vs. Sociological

Sociological
a group that has 

certain aberrant or 
destructive physical, 
psychological and/or 

sociological traits such 
as mind control, social 
alienation, paranoia, or 
even murder/suicide.
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Jim Jones and the People's Temple

David Koresh and the Branch Davidian
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Marshall Applewhite and Heaven's Gate

Theological
Broad Sense

any group with false 
religious teachings, 
other than a World 

Religion, that stands in 
opposition to the 
historic, orthodox 

Christian faith
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Abhay Charanaravinda Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada
The International Society of Krishna Consciousness

Sri Harold Klemp and Eckankar
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Anton LaVey and the Church of Satan

Theological
Narrow Sense
any group that is an 

offshoot of Christianity 
that considers itself the 
only true expression of 
Christianity yet denies 

one or more of the 
cardinal doctrines of 

historic, orthodox 
Christianity
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Joseph Smith and Mormonism

Charles Taze Russell and Jehovah's Witnesses
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Sun Myung Moon and the Unification Church

 A given group can exhibit aspects of both definitions. 

 Confusion can arise because the media mainly use 
the term 'cult' in a sociological sense.

 To avoid the risk confusion or of offending members 
of the theological defined cults, academic 
evangelicals have opted for the phrase "new religious 
movements."

 In this presentation, if I use the term 'cult', it is the 
theological sense.
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Cult vs. "Cultic"

Theological Cult
an organization (as 

described above) that 
one can join and become 

a member
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Theological Cultic
exhibiting the 

characteristics and/or 
doctrines of a cult 

without necessarily being 
an actual organization 
that one can join and 
become a member
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The New Age Movement 
is not an organization 

one can join. 

It is not a cult, 
but it is "cultic."
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Likewise, the Word 
of Faith movement is not an 
organization one can join. 

It is not a cult, 
but it is "cultic."
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A world religion usually has 
little in common doctrinally 

with historic Christianity.

As opposed to religious 
sects or cults, a world 
religion usually has a 
significant number of  

adherents around the world. 
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R. C Sproul
(1939-2017)
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Fallen man suppresses the 
truth that is known.

 Romans 3:9-18 
What then? Are we better than they? Not at all. For we have 
previously charged both Jews and Greeks that they are all 

under sin. {10} As it is written: "THERE IS NONE RIGHTEOUS, 
NO, NOT ONE; {11} THERE IS NONE WHO UNDERSTANDS; 

THERE IS NONE WHO SEEKS AFTER GOD. {12} THEY HAVE 
ALL TURNED ASIDE; THEY HAVE TOGETHER BECOME 
UNPROFITABLE; THERE IS NONE WHO DOES GOOD, 

NO, NOT ONE." 
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 Romans 3:9-18 
{13} "THEIR THROAT IS AN OPEN TOMB; WITH THEIR 

TONGUES THEY HAVE PRACTICED DECEIT"; "THE POISON OF 
ASPS IS UNDER THEIR LIPS"; {14} "WHOSE MOUTH IS FULL 

OF CURSING AND BITTERNESS." {15} "THEIR FEET ARE 
SWIFT TO SHED BLOOD; {16} DESTRUCTION AND MISERY 
ARE IN THEIR WAYS; {17} AND THE WAY OF PEACE THEY 

HAVE NOT KNOWN." {18} "THERE IS NO FEAR OF GOD 
BEFORE THEIR EYES." 
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Are Not All Religions 
the Same at the Core? 

Core Beliefs 
vs. 

Peripheral Beliefs
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Love your neighbor.

Do not murder.

Honor your 
parents and 

elders.

Be fair. Do not lie.

Nurture children.

Do not steal.

" ...the Laws of Nature 
and of Nature's God ..."
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Love your neighbor.

Do not murder.

Honor your 
parents and 

elders.

Be fair. Do not lie.

Nurture children.

Do not steal.

Does God exist?
What is God like?

Who is Jesus?
Is there life after death?

How does one gain 
eternal life?

Mormonism

Jehovah's Witnesses

Satanism

Witchcraft

New Age Movement

Word of Faith Movement

Does God exist?

What is God like?

Who is Jesus?

Is there life after death?

How does one gain eternal life?
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How Do We 
Discover the 

Truth? 
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Does one have to be a 
Christian in order to 

know any truth? 

Cornelius Van Til
(1895-1987)
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Cornelius Van Til
(1895-1987)

"Often enough we [who 
believe in God] have 
talked with you [who 

do not believe in God] 
about facts and sound 
reasons as though we 

agreed with you on 
what these really are.

Cornelius Van Til
(1895-1987)

"In our arguments for 
the existence of God 
we have frequently 

assumed that you and 
we together have an 

area of knowledge on 
which we agree. 
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Cornelius Van Til
(1895-1987)

"But we really do not 
grant that you see any 
fact in any dimension 
of life truly. We really 

think you have colored 
glasses on your nose 
when you talk about 

chickens and cows, as 
well as when you talk 

about the life 
hereafter." 

[Why I Believe in God (Philadelphia: Westminster 
Theological Seminary, n.d.), 9] 

Cornelius Van Til
(1895-1987)

Cornelius Van Til
(1895-1987)
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Cornelius Van Til
(1895-1987)

Cornelius Van Til
(1895-1987)

"For the human 
mind to know 
any fact truly, 

it must 
presuppose the 

existence of God 
and his plan for 
the universe." 

[In Defense of the Faith, Vol. V: An Introduction to 
Systematic Theology, n.c., 1974), 22] 

Does one have to be a 
Christian in order to 

know any truths 
specifically about God?
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The heavens declare the glory of God; 
and the firmament shows His 

handiwork. Day unto day utters speech, 
and night unto night reveals knowledge. 
There is no speech nor language where 
their voice is not heard. Their line has 

gone out through all the earth, and their 
words to the end of the world. 

Psalm 19:1  

The heavens declare 
His righteousness, 
and all the peoples 

see His glory. 
Psalm 97:6  
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For since the creation of the 
world His invisible attributes 

are clearly seen, being 

understood by the things that 
are made, even His eternal 

power and Godhead … 
Rom. 1:20a 

For when Gentiles, who do not 
have the law, by nature do the 

things in the law, these, 
although not having the law, are 
a law to themselves, who show 

the work of the law written 
in their hearts ... 

Rom. 2:14-15a 
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"Nevertheless He did not leave Himself  
without witness, in that He did good, 
gave us rain from heaven and fruitful 
seasons, filling our hearts with food 

and gladness." 
Acts 14:17

Knowing Truth 
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 1 Thess. 5:21-22 
"Test all things; hold fast what is good. 

Abstain from every form of evil."

 1 Thess. 5:21-22 
"Test all things; hold fast what is good. 

Abstain from every form of evil."
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Not by Lifestyle
Just because the followers are nice 

people, does not mean their 
movement is teaching the truth.

"For such are false apostles, deceitful workers, transforming 
themselves into apostles of Christ. And no wonder! For 
Satan himself transforms himself into an angel of light. 

Therefore it is no great thing if his ministers also transform 
themselves into ministers of righteousness, whose end will 

be according to their works." 2 Corinthians 11:13-15 
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For I know this, that after my 
departure savage wolves will come 

in among you, not sparing the 
flock. {30} Also from among 
yourselves men will rise up, 

speaking perverse things, to draw 
away the disciples after 

themselves. Act 20:29-30

Not by Pragmatism
Just because a doctrine or practice 
"works" in one's life, does not mean 
the doctrine or practice is the truth.
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 Jeremiah 44:17-18 

"But we will certainly do 
whatever has gone out of our 
own mouth, to burn incense 
to the queen of heaven and 
pour out drink offerings to 
her, as we have done, we 
and our fathers, our kings 

and our princes, in the cities 
of Judah and in the streets 

of Jerusalem. 

 Jeremiah 44:17-18 

"For then we had plenty of 
food, were well-off, and saw 

no trouble. But since we 
stopped burning incense to 
the queen of heaven and 

pouring out drink offerings to 
her, we have lacked 

everything and have been 
consumed by the sword and 

by famine."
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Not by Success
Just because a movement has 

acquired numerous followers, does 
not mean the movement is 

teaching the truth.
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Does the existence of 
1.9 billion Muslims in 
the world prove that 

Islam is true? 

 Acts 5:38 - 39 
And now I say to you, keep away from these 
men and let them alone; for if this plan or this 

work is of men, it will come to nothing; but if it is 
of God, you cannot overthrow it—lest you even 

be found to fight against God."
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 1 Thess. 5:21-22 
"Test all things; hold fast what is good. 

Abstain from every form of evil."

 1 Timothy 4:16 
Take heed to yourself and to the doctrine. 
Continue in them, for in doing this you will 

save both yourself and those 
who hear you. 
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 1 John 4:5 - 6 
They are of the world. Therefore they

speak as of the world, and the world hears 
them. We are of God. He who knows God 
hears us; he who is not of God does not 

hear us. By this we know the spirit of truth 
and the spirit of error. 

true apostlestrue apostlestrue apostles

false apostlesfalse apostlesfalse apostles
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contrary to the doctrine 
which you have learned

but not to disputes
about doubtful things

one who causes 
offenses and divisions

one who is weak 
in the faith

AVOIDRECIEVE
Romans 16:17Romans 14:1

It's Not Necessarily 
Unloving to Disagree
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Jesus sometimes 
disagreed with people.

 Matthew 22:29 
Jesus answered and said to them, "You 

are mistaken, not knowing the 
Scriptures nor the power of God. 
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Christian unity must be 
a unity in the truth on 
the things that matter. 
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 Ephesians 4:15 
. . . but, speaking the truth in love, [that 
we] may grow up in all things into Him 

who is the head — Christ . . .

Resources
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Please visit these sites:
http://ses.edu

http://www.richardghowe.com

or email 

info@richardghowe.com


